
Hoisting the
Peoples Flag
HOSTED BY THE

GLOBAL CARIBBEAN

REPRESENTATION

The Global Caribbean
Representation (GCR)
emerges from the
threads of humanity
that weave a
Caribbean cultural fab-
ric from many humans
living generations in
Caribbean countries
after forceful removal
from their mother-
lands, frequently in

shackles. The original conquerors left behind multi-
ethnic Caribbean countries with populations yearn-
ing to reconnect with their roots. 

The GCR is a path for humans  seeking dignity
through restored connections to their noble ances-
tral legacies. This path is an all-inclusive work-in-
progress rallying humans wanting global harmony.

THE RALLY

GCR recognizes that global harmony can only come
from the grassroots up. In essence, global harmony
emerges from the arts or creative energy that gives
rise and relevance to all our scientific discoveries.
Holding fast to this truth, the historic Caribbean
Peoples Flag is crafted as a perpetual emblem of

rally for fairness and equality which mark peace and
fosters global accord. Markedly so! It justifies the
inscription that inspires this flag's continuous hover-
ing in a resonant call for open inclusion with its stir-
ring affirmation: “By our peoples’ will - from grass-
roots up!”

PERPETUAL HONOR TO MOTHERHOOD

Answering the call for Gender Accord, with the sup-
port of 6 astute and caring women, on 26 June
1986, I inaugurated the Caribbean Women Social
and Cultural Association of America (CWSCAA) at
the United Nations Headquarters in New York. By
the ideology of a unified Caribbean People generi-
cally fitted for global stewardship, CWSCAA was
impregnated to give birth. On 13 May 2006, 20 years
later, in Perpetual Honor to Motherhood, delivery
was made when the flag was born.

CARIBBEAN PEOPLES RALLY (CPR) DAY

Throughout human existence, the need for empow-
erment, from grassroots up, has never been more
critical. By the inaugural hoisting of our historic
Caribbean Peoples Flag, on the first Sunday of May
2009, we instituted a Caribbean Peoples Rally by
resuscitating invaluable ancestral legacies.

Releasing the limitless rallying energy stored in our
Legacy Heritage Appreciation (LHA), Julius W.
Garvey MD, son of Marcus Mosiah Garvey, hoisted
the only Peoples Flag in Perpetual Honor to
Motherhood in 03 May 2009.

By Austin H Tuitt
Contact: gcr.lglg@yahoo.com; 1-718-284-4453
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